Access information

A2 PHOTONIC SENSORS is located at 3, Parvis Louis Néel, Grenoble, France, on the MINATEC “peninsula”, 5 minutes from Grenoble train station.

By car
- From Geneva or Chambéry via Highway A41: take the “Rocade Sud” beltway (N87) then follow A480 toward Lyon.
- From Lyon via Highway A48, follow A480 toward “Grenoble – Chambéry”.
In both cases, from the A480, take the exit 2 “Fontaine – Europole” and follow the street “Rue Félix Esclangon” up to the square “Parvis Louis Néel”

By train
From Grenoble main train station, take public transportation, see below.

By public transportation
Take the tram line B “Gières Plaine des Sports/Grenoble Presqu’île”, and stop at “Cité Internationale”. From the tram stop, cross the street “Rue Félix Esclangon” toward the square “Parvis Louis Néel”.

In all cases, cross then the square “Parvis Louis Néel” toward the Phelma building (rectangle building on the left of the square, not to be mistaken for MINATEC round building, look for the Phelma logo). Then go to the reception desk and ask for us (or call us directly: +33 456 529 543)

We look forward to your visit!
Best regards,
A2 Photonic Sensors